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The High 
Performing
Workshop
How Repair AI elevates workshop 
efficiency



Comprehensive image capture of the 
vehicle enables accurate Damage 
Detection AI

01. Addenda Vision

Accurate quote via Damage Detection AI & 
GT Motive technology integrated seamlessly

02. Addenda Quote

Efficient repair process & consistent 
customer experience via Addenda Repair

03. Addenda Repair

Turnkey End to End Repair 
Solution



Damage Detection system designed for identifying 
scratches, dents, and cracks on various surfaces. 
Offers high accuracy, smartphone compatibility, and 
works seamlessly with Addenda Quote, Addenda 
Repair, and your Dealer Management System.

Computer Vision AI that simplifies & 
automates vehicle inspections

Comprehensive Image Capture Automated Damage Identification

Repair vs Replace Recommendations Inspection Reports



AI-driven repair quotations 
that integrate with OEM catalogue 
and automate vehicle estimates

Offers Case Management with precise estimates 
through GT Motive integration and streamlined insurer 
workflows.

Case Management System Integrates with Dealer Management

Integrates with OE Vehicle Models Integrates with GTMotive estimatics



AI powered repair management that 
streamlines repair from booking-in to 
payment

Featuring digital tools that optimize workshop productivity 
and profit. User-friendly for technicians, it focuses on 
effective communication with customers and insurers, and 
benchmarks operations for efficiency.

Inspect, Estimate, Quote Teams & Repair Planning

Repair Workflow Communicate Progress

Optimize Operations

Invoicing & Payments



Trusted by



Transforming 
workshops in motion 
is tougher
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Digital 
transformation is 
tough

With our digital transformation team 
members with 20+ years of industry 
experience and with the 10 years of 
Automotive Garage experience, we do 
things differently and we’ve got proof 
that it works.

We follow an extensive solutioning 
process to achieve this from 
authoring a customized solution 
blueprint to running a live-rollout.

We look forward to building a 
relationship and demonstrating the 
Addenda way.



Get setup today.
Automate repair tomorrow.

www.addenda.tech
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